


Since its foundation in 1987, Anfabo s.n.c. has seen a 
continuous process of evolution that has enabled it to improve 
and increase its machine lines and, as a result, the number and 
types of specialized parts it produces.

Every single aspect is dealt with wholly on site ensuring 
maximum control over the parts produced in accordance with 
customers’ requirements and guaranteeing the level of quality 
for which we are renowned.

The automatic turning department is equipped with the latest 
high tech machinery which performs even the most intricate 
processing, directly inside the machine to ensure high quality 
and precision.

The keystone is the gear cutting department where every type 
of gear from module 0.25 to module 2 can be fully machined 
and produced in large or small quantities from either metal or 
synthetic materials.

A high level of  technology and extreme flexibility in dealing 
with customer requirements have, over the years, established 
Anfabo as a reliable partner for many leading firms throughout 
numerous sectors.



Turning department:

Okuma Turning centers 
From ø 8 to ø 100.

Index Cam lathes 
From ø 3 to ø 32.

Schutte CN Multi-spindles 
From ø 5 to ø 32.

Citizen and Star 
Lathes with

sliding headstocks
From ø 3 to ø 32.

Reworking department:

Pee-wee Thread rolling machines
Marchello Broaching machines
Fanuc Machining centers
C Meccanica Transfers
Cortini CNC Lathes
Schaublin Lathes



Lambert CNC-Mikron
Thread gear cutters

Maximum module 2
Maximum diameter 60 mm
Maximum length 150 mm

From single to multi-start threading

Grinding department:

Morara With centers
Magnaghi Centerless
Jung C8 For holes
Delapena Honing machines

Gear department:

Mikron-Koepfer-Morat-Pfauter Gear cutters
From module 0,25 to module 2
From ø 3 to ø 150 - Maximum length 150 mm



Finishing department:

Drills-Tapping machines-cutters etc.
Delfino Metal cleaning machines and 
gear cleaning machines.
Drums and vibrators for deburring 
and polishing.
Shot peening machines.
Electrolytic polishing machines.

Micro-pulleys:
Custom-made pulleys in 
various profiles.
Production of toothed 
bars 120 mm length.

Packaging:
Each piece is customized 
for the individual
customer.



·Automatic feeding for all
 types of parts.

·Radial and tangential toothing  
 for high precision applications.

·Gear cutting and threading  
 up to M.2.5

·High cutting speed and 
 resistance for better   
 finishing.

 Koepfer 160
·Automatic skiving and
 timing possible.



 Monnier-Zahner MZ 130
·Gear cutting from M.0.2 to M. 1.25
 Worm gear, up to M.2.00

·Reduced operation times.

·Possibility of multiple,   
 tapered and directional  
 toothing.

·For large and small series.




